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Let’s learn how to draw a race car now. This time is a very cool Nascar car. 

These cars race in big oval tracks with huge banked corners (up to 30 degrees and a little more). It’s 

very cool to watch on tv and I bet It’s even cooler in person. 

 

Begin with the ground-line and the wheelbase. 
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The second step is to draw the body. Look at how, at the rear, the lower part is a little taller than the 

rest of the car. 

   

 

Next up is the cabin. This is a regular shaped cabin, nothing special. This is because they’re supposed 

to be based on the production car (the car your mom or dad buys at the dealer). 

But let me tell you a secret: They’re really just a tubular chassis specially made for racing so they’re 

not related to the street car at all. But they’re still very cool cars. 

But don’t tell this to the hardcore Nascar fans because they don’t like it. 
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Anyways, follow this by drawing the windshield and the side windows. 

  

 

  

Now the fun starts. Draw a rear wing. This wing is completely attached to the body, it’s not like in 

other race cars, which have brackets. Draw also the front grill and head lights, sticker really, because 

these cars don’t need them. Once you are done with this draw a lower air intake and a front splitter with 

its respective support rods. 
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Finally draw some racing looking details like sticker on the fender, exhaust pipes next to the rear 

wheels, the sticker lamps on the head lights, your favorite racing number (mine is 27), nascar-looking 

rims and some aero-thingys on the roof which help with aero-related things, which is cool, even though 

I don’t know what they’re for. If you know be sure to let me know on the comments section. 
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